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Chapter 1
Introduction

Building SAS BI Solutions for Your Organization

All organizations need data not only to survive, but also to compete. How organizations transform that data into actions is basically the definition of business intelligence (BI). The basic questions organizations ask read like a newspaper headline—Who did What, When, Where, and Why. Analytics adds another concept: What will happen next? An organization’s ability to ask these questions and receive reliable answers immediately is now paramount to its success.

In some organizations there is a small group who understand the data, where it originates, and how it can be exploited for enterprise-wide benefits. These people are essentially the organizations data gatekeepers. However, different departments have additional information, vantage points, and customer understanding that would further exploit and transform the data into actions. Organizations need a way to place the analytical power of the gatekeepers into a larger audience.

SAS Business Intelligence provides an interface for multiple audiences to dissect, discover, and decide on what the data means. These reporting tools make dynamic information available to all users, giving them the ability to manipulate results and further understand the business. The power of SAS Business Intelligence is in reducing the data gatekeeper role in the organization so each person can interact with analytic results.

SAS offers a BI solution that offers mechanisms to reach each level of the organization. Each toolkit within this product provides a different amount of complexity and functionality to aid a broad deployment. Within this book, the authors have set out to clarify how these products can be fully used to ensure a successful implementation. Within the book, each of these tools is described, providing ideas and examples for use.

1.1 Different Tools for Different People

Essentially, there are three broad groups of SAS BI clients. One group includes the tools required to create reports, the second group allows users to view the reports, and the final group offers the ability to address data management and administration needs.

Typically organizations grant each user community access to one of these three groups; however, you are not restricted to using this grouping in your organization. The authors recommend that you further refine which tools are available to which community of users to successfully meet your organizational requirements and your users’ skills and capabilities.
1.1.1 Reporting Tools

Many of the tools provide the ability to create a report and even chose an interface that might be the most familiar to the user. Power users might prefer to use SAS Enterprise Guide and even build stored processes that allow others to view custom reports. With SAS Web Report Studio and SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office, the report creation process can be as simple and familiar as needed.

1.1.1.1 SAS Enterprise Guide

This SAS desktop client provides a rich graphical user interface (GUI) to process, analyze, and report on defined data sources. Users require prior knowledge of SAS or specific SAS Enterprise Guide training to begin to use this product. In the SAS Business Intelligence solution, SAS Enterprise Guide is the recommended interface for SAS Stored Processes authors.

![Figure 1.1-1 Example project from SAS Enterprise Guide](image)

1.1.1.2 SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office

After a small download to a user’s Microsoft Office installation, the SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office provides another menu item to generate and place analysis reporting results directly within Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint, and Microsoft Outlook. Within Excel, users can also interact with local or remote data structures. Those who enjoy pivot tables in Excel will especially enjoy the fact that this wizard is the same when accessing data sources made available through SAS.
1.1.1.3 SAS Web Report Studio

The easiest reporting tool to learn, this product provides an online ability to generate reports. Features include adding content such as graphs, tables, and cross-tabular summaries; headers and footers; including prompts for user/report interaction; printing to PDF; and scheduling/emailing to groups. This product can exponentially increase the number of report authors within an organization.
1.1.4 SAS Stored Processes

You can write SAS code to complete essentially any requirement. In situations when you need a more advanced report than SAS Web Report Studio or SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office can provide, you can write a stored process. Stored processes can be made available for use online, through SAS Web Report Studio, SAS Enterprise Guide, or SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office. For organizations that have existing SAS code, stored processes provide the ability to increase code flexibility and availability.

![Custom HTML output through SAS Stored Processes](image)

Figure 1.1-4 Custom HTML output through SAS Stored Processes

1.1.2 Viewing Tools

Two tools exist that specifically allow you to display data and reports not only to the user community but also to others in your organization and to those external to your organization.

1.1.2.1 SAS BI Dashboard

Viewing data through the SAS BI Dashboard provides users with a high-level vantage point of the status of their organization. SAS BI Dashboard developers can include the business goals alongside the reports to quickly highlight to users what targets are being met versus those that need immediate attention.

![SAS BI Dashboard sample](image)

Figure 1.1-5 SAS BI Dashboard sample
1.1.2.2 SAS Information Delivery Portal

Consolidating all of the various reporting outputs available, the SAS Information Delivery Portal offers a central location for viewing information. Reports generated in SAS Web Report Studio, SAS Enterprise Guide, or stored as a stored process are all available for viewing through the SAS Information Delivery Portal.

1.1.3 Administration Tools

Information maps and OLAP cubes are the building blocks of the report-building tools.

1.1.3.1 SAS Information Map Studio

SAS Web Reports must first have data defined to it; this is the job of SAS Information Map Studio. Data administrators can reclassify, sort, and format selected data using this desktop client. New measures can be generated and relational data can be filtered in advance, but filters and prompts can also be generated for report authors to utilize in SAS Web Report Studio at their discretion.

Because information maps are required for SAS Web Report Studio authors, data administrators and report creators must work closely together. A new information map is not required with each new web report.
1.1.3.2 SAS OLAP Cube Studio

Online analytical processing (OLAP) data structures provide an efficient way to store and report measures on large data structures. Essentially cubes of data, the measures are summarized at multiple levels simultaneously. SAS OLAP Cube Studio is a desktop client that offers a GUI to generate, manage, and tune OLAP cubes.
1.1.3.3 SAS Management Console

Consolidating content (reports, data tables and libraries, stored processes), server definitions (metadata, OLAP, share, workspace, stored process), and security assignments (users, access) into a single desktop client provides a seamless interface for administrators to manage the system.

![SAS Management Console](image)

Figure 1.1-9 SAS Management Console

1.2 Implementation Decision Streams

Now that you have a better understanding of what these SAS BI client tools provide, you need to map your report requirements with the tools to implement new reports or to move older reports into the new SAS BI environment.

1.2.1 Simple Reports

When reports require no additional manipulation of data or include specific layout and formatting requirements, SAS Web Report Studio is the SAS BI client of choice. Report authors can enable prompts to allow report users to filter the results quickly, without creating duplicate report layouts for the same data tables. Report objects can include data table printouts or graphs (including line plots, and bar and pie charts).
1.2.2 Huge Data Sets
Opening large datasets within any SAS product is dependent on system resources and client PC capabilities. Each query can then reduce the server performance for other users. OLAP cubes summarize data during build time to reduce the response time for queries. SAS Enterprise Guide and SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office users can open OLAP cubes to quickly slice and dice the data to retrieve summary statistics.

1.2.3 Legacy SAS Code and Custom Reports
Quick implementations are realized when legacy SAS code can be converted into SAS Stored Processes. Suppose you have legacy SAS code that is run for a particular product when management requests a report. If you are out of the office, the report cannot be run. You can remove this bottleneck altogether by changing the filter to use a macro variable, converting the code to a stored process, and enabling prompting. Now management can run this stored process immediately from the Web or from SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office when they need it. Management needs only to select the product they are interested in and then run the report.

1.3 Book Organization
The book is organized in such a way to help developers build content and address such implementation decision streams as previously mentioned. The chapters are grouped into the following four sections to quickly provide you with examples and tricks to generate content.

1.3.1 SAS Enterprise Guide, SAS Stored Processes and Prompts
In the following figure, the prompting framework is the underlying key to generating the most power from SAS Enterprise Guide and SAS Stored Processes. Use of prompting is critical to generating significant power from flexible stored process code.

Figure 1.3-1 Prompting framework impact on SAS Enterprise Guide and SAS Stored Processes
1.3.2 SAS OLAP Cube Studio

OLAP cubes can be used as data sources for any other SAS BI clients. Information concerning OLAP cube technology is included in this book to provide users with a basic understanding of what OLAP means and how to use it to address ad hoc query requirements for large data structures.

The OLAP cube represented in the following figure is used for the immediate querying needs of analysts using SAS Enterprise Guide and SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office as well as for multiple SAS Web Report Studio reports.

1.3.3 Information Maps, SAS Web Report Studio, and SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office

Information maps are the foundation for SAS Web Report Studio reports. Web reports can connect directly to other sources and can include stored process output. However, the majority of implementations use only the information maps within web reports.

SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office provides reporting functionality in excess of the capabilities of SAS Web Report Studio and can retrieve data through information maps or raw tables and OLAP cubes.
1.3.4 The SAS BI Dashboard and SAS Information Delivery Portal

These presentation layers provide a consolidated view for individuals who do not use SAS. The ability to create a central location for these users is paramount to getting business intelligence capabilities across the organization. Information can include links or views of multiple Web reports or graphs based on a variety of data sources. Developers can add functionality for users to interact with dashboards or link into additional research to further analysis the report.

See the example in the following figure. The interactions between all the components can become complex. However if you are a user of BI Dashboard or Portal the end result is simply that all analysis and reporting is available in these locations.

![Diagram showing data, reporting, and viewing components]

Figure 1.3-4 Sample sources when viewing Dashboard or Portal

1.4 Book Features

As you read this book, there are highlights and topics that make your learning progress quicker.

1.4.1 Quick Tips

Within each chapter, there are quick tips that highlight essential and helpful information to accomplish the task at hand.

These are denoted by this icon. Use these tips in conjunction with the examples.
1.4.2 Artwork Callouts

Some screenshots have callouts, such as numbers, to assist your understanding of the task steps or to provide a code reference. The callout reference might be in table or might be in line with the text for clarity.

For example, CustID ① is related to Customer and ProdID ② is related to ProdID.

![Figure 1.4-1 Example of artwork callouts](image)

1.4.3 Sample Data Sources Used

The examples in this book were created using the sample datasets shipped with the SAS Business Intelligence tool.

- SASHELP Library
  - SASHELP.PRDSAL3
- SAS Enterprise Guide supplied samples located at SAMPLES\DATA where SAS Enterprise Guide is installed.
  - CANDY_CUSTOMERS
  - CANDY_PRODUCTS
  - CANDY_SALES_HISTORY
  - CANDY_SALES_SUMMARY

1.4.4 Sections on Administration Topics

Your organization’s SAS administrators use SAS Management Console to set up security, define resources (such as libraries and tables), and manage the systems SAS uses to run the entire solution. This book is aimed at report and content developers; however, to complete some of the examples listed, additional administrator tasks are necessary and are therefore detailed in each chapter in a section
titled Administration Topics. Each chapter includes these tips so content developers can provide reference information to SAS administrators.

### 1.4.5 Applicable SAS Versions

The examples in this book were all built using the following product versions. In the majority of cases, the techniques will be similar to other SAS software versions.

- The third maintenance release for SAS 9.2 (SAS 9.2 TS2M3)
- SAS Enterprise Guide 4.2
- SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office 4.2
- SAS OLAP Cube Studio 4.2
- SAS Information Map Studio 4.2
- SAS Web Report Studio 4.2
- SAS Information Delivery Portal 4.2
- SAS BI Dashboard 4.2

The main difference between SAS 9.2 TS2M3 and prior versions is the new SAS BI Dashboard 4.2, which contains completely new functionality. Therefore, essentially all content in the book, except for the SAS BI Dashboard chapter, can assist users learning how to build SAS Business Intelligence content.

For SAS 9.3 with corresponding 4.3 or 4.3.1 SAS BI client interface environments, all of the content within the book is still applicable.

### 1.5 Architecture Overview

For business users of SAS Business Intelligence, only a basic understanding of system architecture is required. The following sections describe the key terms that this book uses and that you should understand.

#### 1.5.1 Metadata

Metadata is essentially data about data. Metadata can include pointers to physical locations where the data actually resides, access controls or security information, and an organization structure to quickly find information and how everything runs. Metadata is used by each of the SAS BI clients to grant you the ability to log in and access certain data.

#### 1.5.2 Physical versus Metadata Paths

Because metadata is just information about where things are or who can access them, the physical paths are the actual location of where things are stored.

For example, metadata libraries are data folders that can represent one or more specific folders on the server. The physical path could be `c:/SAS/data/projects` or `/data/store1/salesproject/forecast`. When viewing the data within any SAS BI tool, the end user sees the assigned metadata folder location.
In the SAS Management Console, the SAS administrator defines and maintains the metadata and folder structure. During the initial implementation, this folder structure is defined and implemented.

Refer to Chapter 2, “SAS Enterprise Guide,” for suggestions for organizing the folder structure.

The SAS folder structure, such as the one seen in Figure 1.5-1, corresponds to a WebDAV location on the server. WebDAV is an HTML extension that offers security access, version control and other capabilities. Established during configuration and managed by administrators, different versions of SAS BI software have leveraged various WebDAV technologies, including Xythos and SAS Content Server.

The typical report developer views, navigates, and stores content within WebDAV by using only the SAS BI clients discussed in this book. For additional information on leveraging WebDAV for such things as storing batch report content and sharing content that is not SAS content, refer to the SAS Publishing Framework Developer’s Guide.

![Figure 1.5-1 SAS Folders structure](image)

1.5.3 Libraries

Libraries are data folders. They can represent one or more specific folders on the server that have SAS datasets within them. They can also provide the information SAS requires to access relational database management system (RDBMS) structures, such as Teradata or SQL. Libraries are defined by administrators in SAS Management Console, or with appropriate access they can be defined by SAS Enterprise Guide users.
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package output 60
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Pivot Table wizard 274–275
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*ProcessBody special code 58–59
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Profiles list (Enterprise Guide) 22
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Programming role 47
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about 37
applying prompts to queries 38–39
grouping restrictions 94
stored processes 64–65
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promotion notes 325–326
prompt groups
about 94, 102–110
creating 104
creating for Web Report Studio 117–119
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Prompt Manager window 37–38, 91
Prompt Value Specification window 194
prompting framework
about 10, 89–92
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administrator tasks 127–129
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dynamic prompts 92–93
indicator interactions simulating prompts 90
integrating selection prompts into stored processes 74–76
linking reports with prompts 244–246
project prompting 37–39, 64–65, 94
prompt groups 94–95, 102–110, 117–119
prompts from information maps 242–243
querying OLAP cubes 199
quick reference 121–127
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shared prompts 96, 110–115
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tips and tricks 115–120
usage examples 92
value-generation prompts 196–197
Properties window
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global alerts 303
identity-based filters 209
indicators 301
information maps 119, 186, 203
OLAP cubes 48
OLAP schemas 168
OLAP Server 161
portlets 335
shared prompts 113
stored processes 41, 90, 103
table joins 188
Workspace Server 49
Public Kiosk 351
publication channels
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modifying 49
publishing data and results 44–46
subscribing to 44, 49
Publish to the Enterprise wizard 44–45
publishing results to multiple devices 70–71
pull environments 301
push environments 301
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queries
applying prompts to 38–39
performance considerations 155
to OLAP cubes to allow for prompting 199
Query Builder 38–39
quick reference for prompts 121–127
quotation marks ("") 57, 71–72
R
ragged hierarchies 155–156
RDBMS (relational database management system) 199
Read access 85, 127
ReadMetadata access 84–85, 127, 206
reference for prompts 121–127
referential integrity for Metadata Server 288
refreshing
OLAP cubes 163–166
web reports 249
registering stored process metadata 60–61
relational database management system (RDBMS) 199
Relationship Properties window 188
Report Linking window 244–245
Report portlets 331, 340–342, 344
REPORT procedure 78
Report Wizard 216–219
reports and reporting tools 4–6, 9–10
See also web reports
See also specific tools
repository, source code 85–86
resizing dashboards 306–307
Resource Replacement feature 204
ROLAP storage technique 159–160
roles (Enterprise Guide) 47–48
S
SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office
See Add-In for Microsoft Office
SAS Application Servers 20–21
SAS BI Dashboard
See BI Dashboard
SAS BI Server
importing data from 259–261
modifying data on 286
SAS Business Intelligence
See BI (Business Intelligence)
SAS Central 277–278
SAS Enterprise Guide
See Enterprise Guide
SAS Information Delivery Portal
See Information Delivery Portal
SAS Information Map Studio
See Information Map Studio
SAS Intelligence Platform 20–21
SAS Management Console
See Management Console
SAS Metadata Server
See Metadata Server
SAS OLAP Cube Studio
See OLAP Cube Studio
SAS Portal window 46, 336–337
SAS server, copying modified data to 284–286
SAS stored processes
See stored processes
SAS tasks
building Excel charts with 264–267
building reports with 267–270
SAS data with Excel charts 279–281
SAS Trusted User identity 322
SAS Web Report Studio
See Web Report Studio
SASApp Application Server 21–22, 25
SAS.ExternalIdentity identity property 201
SASGUEST user 351
SAS.IdentityGroups identity property 200
SAS.IdentityName identity property 200
SASMeta Application Server 21, 25
SAS.PersonName identity property 200
SASSRV account 84
SASUSER group 129
SAS.UserId identity property 200
Schedule Manager plug-in (Management Console) 164–165
scheduling
OLAP cube refresh 163–166
web reports 247–249
security
allowing limited access to Management Console 128–129
Excel considerations 286
OLAP cubes 167–170
organizing metadata folder structure 207
shared prompt access requirements 127
shared prompt folder structure 110–111
SECURITY_SUBSET option 170
selection groups 95, 106–110
Server List window 48
server-side filters 318–319
Set Up Indicator Interactions window 317
Set Up Link window 312, 314
shared prompts
about 96, 110
access limitations 196
access requirements 127
creating 113–115
making optional 208–209
setting up central starting point 111–112
setting up folder structure for 110–111
stored processes 64–65
tools supporting 89–90
usage considerations 195–196
sharing reports 278
snowflake schema 140–141
sorting
customizing for web reports 235–237
Excel data 261–264
OLAP cubes 145
source code repository 85–86
spark table 320
.spk files 325
SQL procedure 71
%_SRVNAME reserved macro variable 77
%_SRVPORT reserved macro variable 77
standard groups 105
star schema tables (data source)
about 140
adding dimensions with 151–152
creating OLAP cubes from 150–152
defining 150–151
SQL views 151
storage considerations
bookmarks 32
central storage file system 288
formats 236
OLAP cubes 159–160
stored passwords 23
Stored Process Alerts portlets 82
Stored Process portlets 332
Stored Process Server 59–60, 311
Stored Process Web Application Tree view 83
Stored Process wizard 58, 71
stored processes
about 6, 39–40, 55–56, 71–76
accessing 40
adding special codes 58–59
administrator tasks 84–86
as custom indicator displays 308–309
as indicator data 310–311
chaining 76–78
changing codes 58–59
checking status of 81–82
choosing servers 59–60
creating 57–61
creating web reports 216
creating your first 61–67
enabling caching for 323
enhancing output for 67–71
HTML code usage in 78–80
integrating 198–199
integrating multiple selection prompts into 74–76
linking dashboards to 314
methods for using prompts 64–66
overriding result formats for 41
prerequisites 56
prompt groups 102
registering metadata 60
running 40–41, 56–57
running in background 80–82
tips and tricks 76–84
viewing results 82
web report group break example 250–252
%STPBEGIN macro variable about 58–59
adding 63, 67
creating custom indicators 83
warning message about 80
stp.dsx file 323
%STPEND macro variable about 58–59
adding 63, 67
creating custom indicators 83
warning message about 80
streaming output 60
See also stored processes
Style Editor 280
Style Manager window 42–43
styles
about 41
customizing 41
modifying 42–44
stored process output 67–70
viewing available 42
subscribing to channels 44, 49
SUBSTR function 283
SUMMARY procedure 139
synchronizing
code to processes 62
metadata library changes 28

T
tables
See data tables
tasks (SAS)
building Excel charts with 264–267
building reports with 267–270
SAS data with Excel charts 279–281
templates
creating 230–233
information maps 220–222
Test the Information Map window 185
testing
information maps 184–185, 190, 194
prompts within dashboard viewer 318
text prompt type 121, 196
text range prompt type 121
TIF image type 254
time dimension type 152–153
time prompt type 123
time range prompt type 124
time-series functions 153
timestamp prompt type 124
timestamp range prompt type 125
tips and tricks
Add-In for Microsoft Office 281–286
Index 365

BI Dashboard 311–321
Enterprise Guide 41–46
Information Delivery Portal 346–349
Information Map Studio 191–206
prompting framework 115–120
stored processes 76–84
Web Report Studio 240–252
TITLE2 statement 71–72
TODAY() function 281–282
traffic lighting 35–37, 233–235
transient output 61
transparent groups 102, 105–106

U
unbalanced hierarchies 155–156
Unchallenged Access User account 351–353
Update Library Metadata window 27–28
updating OLAP cubes in-place 166–167
URL portlets 333
User Manager plug-in (Management Console) 167

V
value-generation prompts 196–197
variable prompt type 127
View Manager (Excel) 275
View SAS Data window 260, 275
viewing tools 6–7
See also specific tools
VSIZE option (GOPTIONS statement) 83

W
Web Report Studio
about 5, 9, 213–214
administrator tasks 253–254
creating prompts 90
creating web reports 216–233
custom output in 83
enhancing web reports 233–240
information maps 11
linking dashboards to 313–314
prerequisites 214
prompt groups 94–95, 117–119
report data overview 215
roles and responsibilities 253
tips and tricks 240–252
web reports
about 11
adding conditional highlighting 233–235, 254
adding custom measures to 246
adding data to 222
adding images 254
adding logos 254
bar charts in 224–227
controlling multiple objects with group breaks 250–252
creating 216–233
creating custom sort order for 235–237
creating filters for 240–242
creating templates 230–233
crosstabulation tables in 227–230
customizing 238–239
data items for 215
data sources for 215
developing for wide consumption 249
distributing 248–249
enhancing 233–240
grouping data 223–224
inserting artwork into 238–239
line graphs in 224–227
linking dashboards to 313–314
linking with prompts 244–246
portlets supporting 331
prompts from information maps for 242–243
Report Wizard with OLAP cubes 216–219
scheduling 247–249
selecting color schemes 237
specifying preferences for 239–240
using templates with information maps 220–222
WebDAV location 50, 82
WebDAV Navigator portlets 82
WHERE statement
assigning prompts to stored processes 64, 66
creating SAS programs 57
integrating multiple selection prompts into stored processes 75
Word (Microsoft) 257, 271–274
WORK folder 22
Workspace Server 49, 59–60
Write access 49, 85
WriteMemberMetadata access 49, 127, 207
WriteMetadata access
accessing information maps 207
accessing OLAP schemas 168
creating OLAP cubes 143
establishing group administrators 351
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YEAR() function 282
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